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About this document

This is the 2014-2018 five-year plan for the Highland Titles Nature Reserve, with 
additional commentary to document progress in the first full year of the plan.  
Within this document you will find the original document (slightly edited*) and 
additional commentary on progress to date.

The reserve is funded by the sale of souvenir plots of land within the reserve and 
by other mementoes. Buyers of the land receive a personal right to their plot and 
style themselves as the Lairds, Lords and Ladies of Glencoe. Collectively we know 
them as our lairds, our global community with a love of Scotland. The plots are 
sold by Highland Titles Ltd which also manages the land; Highland Titles Ltd is 
owned by the Highland Titles Charitable Trust for Scotland (a charity registered 
in Guernsey, Charity Number CH444) in order to ensure the land is preserved for 
future generations. Learn more at HighlandTitles.com

* Edited slightly to make more accessible - you can read the original document at 
http://www.highlandtitles.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Five-year-plan-
2014_2018-Version-1.1_-16-March-2014.pdf 

Where words are highlighted in italics (such as ‘lairds’, ‘landowners’, ‘estates’ etc), 
this is to indicate that they should not be interpreted in any strict legal sense.

© Copyright Highland Titles. All rights reserved

About the reserve
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This is our first annual update to our second 
five-year plan. In this document you will 
find the plan in its original state with added 
commentary documenting progress and 
highlighting how the plans are evolving.

2014 was an exciting year for Highland Titles. 
Visitor numbers to the reserve were up 50% 
on 2013, with 6,000 visitors from around the 
world coming to enjoy their land. We have seen 
the reserve become officially recognised as an 
attraction by Scotland’s official tourism body 
and we are really excited to have been able 
to buy new land to create our second nature 
reserve.  

Reviews and feedback on TripAdvisor and in 
our guestbook show that lairds and visitors are 
finding their visits very enjoyable. We have also 
made huge progress with our land conservation 
work which, as you will know, is one of the core 
reasons for Highland Titles’ existence. Although 
there is still much to be done, we are beginning 
to see the land improve and wildlife diversity 
increase as a result of the work you, our lairds, 
support.  

Part of our success in 2014 was attributable to 
our wonderful Estate Factor and lead volunteer, 
Stewart Borland. Stewart is the main port of 
call for anyone visiting the Highland Titles 
Nature Reserve. He is also the ‘face’ of Highland 
Titles for the local surrounding community, 
and his enthusiasm and passion for the nature 

Message from Laird Glencoe
(Peter Bevis, Highland Titles, Founder and CEO)

reserve have allowed us to build strong ties 
with regional environmental charities. 

Stewart is also the man behind our increasingly 
popular Facebook page, allowing our lairds to 
enjoy the reserve from afar. While the new 
wildlife cams are a personal favourite for me, 
2014 also saw the launch of our first app. The 
free estate management app is all part of our 
plans to bring our lairds (even those who may 
never be able to visit in person) closer to the 
reserve through technology.

My personal highlights from 2014 include the 
successful completion of our goal to plant 
1,000 deciduous trees, and the refinement of 
our planting list to include additional native 
flora and fauna. We continue to work very 
closely with our partner, Trees for Life, towards 
our long-term vision of restoring the Glencoe 
estate to its natural state, a large part of which 
involves the restoration and management of the 
trees on the estate.

The progress we have made in transforming the 
Glencoe estate into a visitor-friendly attraction 
has been another significant highlight. The 
Highland Titles Nature Reserve is now equipped 
with a purpose-built welcome hut, a number 
of access routes, one with a trail leading to a 
hilltop overlooking Cuil Bay, and interpretive 
signage. The ground around the lochan we 
created in 2013 is now recovering well and has 
become a focal point for relaxation and bird 
watching. 

Land sales continue to grow, and this has 
enabled us to achieve a major milestone; the 
purchase of new land for a second reserve 20 
miles to the north-east of Glencoe Wood. We 
began selling plots at ‘BumbleBee Haven’ in 
November 2014 and would like to thank all our 
existing lairds who have added to their property 
portfolio.

As you would imagine, we were not successful 
on all fronts. Involvement with local schools 
and communities continues to be much 
slower to achieve than we would like, and 
there is still some opposition to the reserve. 
Your contributions through supporting local 
companies on your visits and the donations 
we have made on your behalf are beginning 
to be noticed, however. We will continue to 
invest time into building these relationships 
and proving our worth in terms of contributing 
positively to the local economy. We hope that 
the development of Highland Titles VIP and our 
annual gathering helps clarify our willingness to 
support the local area.

Looking to the future, we feel very strongly 
about the continuation of our tree planting 
project; we have set ourselves a target of 
planting 5,000 deciduous trees during 2015. 
This is the biggest step towards creating a 
mature, healthy forest where missing wildlife 
can be reintroduced. A second priority is to 
improve the facilities on the Highland Titles 
Nature Reserve and make it even more 
accessible for visitors. While this is an ongoing 

project, one that is at risk of growing arms 
and legs, we wholeheartedly understand its 
importance. 

The success of the first of our five-year plans 
and the great start to this, our second one, is 
owed to our dedicated staff and volunteers, 
without whom we would never get half as much 
done. We’d like to thank them as well as you, 
our lairds. Your support means we could put 
this five-year plan together in the first place 
and allows us to conserve Scotland, one square 
foot at a time.

Peter Bevis
Highland Titles CEO
March 2015



Introducing the Highland Titles Nature Reserve

Objective to create a nature reserve:

• To offer an amenity to the local community

• To help preserve and encourage protection of wildlife in the
   West Highland area

• To provide an education medium for local schools and organisations

Land acquired by Highland Titles in 2007

Glencoe Wood
(also known as Keil Hill)

250 acres



Recruit plot owners

Recruit local warden 

Pedestrian access tracks, place benches and 
interpretive signage

Encourage plot owners to visit

Tree planting

Encourage involvement of local schools

Encourage local community to visit reserve

Adoption of reserve as part of
Oban/Ballachulish cycle track 

Consolidate existing plantations

Create formal species list

Construct wardens’ hut and public WC

Develop main track for cyclists

Identify archaeological artifacts

Plant 6,000+ deciduous trees

Develop trail to top of hill

Encourage more visitors

Stock lochans with wild trout

Eradicate bracken

Begin removing Sitka Spruce

Establish links with environmental charities

Our plans and progress in brief
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Second 5-year plan (2014-2018) targets
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A History of Glencoe Wood

Written: March 2014 
Glencoe Wood (also known as Keil Hill), which forms the Highland Titles Nature 
Reserve, is an area typical of much of the Scottish West Coast. It consists 
essentially of unimproved wild land such as peat bog, deciduous woodland, hillside 
and heather – all of which may be found almost anywhere across Argyll and 
Lochaber. It also includes several stands of sitka spruce, planted around the early 
1980s, that would be ready for harvesting were it not that the plantings had never 
been thinned. 

The history of the area is of particular interest. In past times the area around Keil 
Hill was surprisingly heavily populated and Keil Hill was, for a long time, part of 
Keil Farm. In recent years, however, all stock has been removed from the hill and 
the land has reverted to its original wild, inhospitable state. Within the reserve 
boundaries a number of historical and archaeological sites are known to exist. 
Some have been identified but more work needs to be done to complete the search 
and then map, describe and, where necessary, protect the historical remains. 

Contrary to often-held belief, conservation is not best served by simply leaving land 
to look after itself. The approach of leaving the land to do its own thing tends to 
favour the hardiest, strongest and most invasive vegetation. This usually results in 
the ground becoming covered with bramble, bracken, rushes, and sour, saturated 
peat bog, with little else able to survive – particularly the land around the West of 
Scotland. As birds and mammals will only inhabit neighbourhoods where food is 
plentiful, areas such as Keil Hill when originally acquired harboured only a limited 
number of resident species. 

With sensitive management, however, the reserve is potentially capable of 
supporting the majority of the spectrum of Scottish flora and fauna. Red and roe 
deer and foxes were known to inhabit the land but, since more formal observation 
began, badger, red squirrel and pine martin have been spotted and filmed. Once 
the lochans have been fully developed, it is reasonable to expect visits by otters. 
Already, significant progress towards restoring the land has been made, primarily 
by the planting of broad-leaved indigenous trees such as birch, rowan, hazel and 
willow, together with a large amount of drainage. Nonetheless, there is much left to 
do, in particular the compilation of a definitive list of observed bird species. 

Photo by Peter Trimming, CC-BY-2.0



Sustainable Transport Scotland (SUSTRANS) has, 
for some years, been developing a cycle track 
from Oban to Ballachulish. The original concept 
was to connect local communities and to allow 
cycling opportunities away from increasingly 
busy main roads for both visitors and locals. 
Only about six miles remain to be completed. 
The track across the reserve has been offered to 
SUSTRANS as a potential solution to providing 
almost two miles of cycleway across some of what 
has proved to be a particularly contentious part of 
the proposed route. SUSTRANS’s response to the 
formal offer is still awaited. 

Meantime, the existing rough track is available 
to all who wish to visit the reserve. It offers an 
exhilarating and energetic walk from the entrance 
car park northwards to Duror cemetery, with one 
or two possible variations. The amount of work 
to date is evident in the rawness of the ground 
and the roughness of some of the track. The 
rawness will, of course, mellow quite rapidly once 
spring comes, and the track’s roughness will be 
overcome should SUSTRANS agree to adopt it as 
part of its cycle route.  



Review of the first 5-year (2009-2013) plan
Work completed 
The majority of declared targets have been achieved, to a greater or lesser degree. 
Those judged fully successful include: 

• completed access track from north to south across the reserve but, to 
   date, without Sustrans’ involvement or support

• development of main access (but see below)

• recruited local warden

• tree planting (for detail see below)

• placed benches and interpretative signage

• visits of plot owners. 

Other initiatives have been undertaken successfully, the requirement for which was 
not anticipated in the initial five-year plan. Specifically, these include:

• development of two substantial lochans

• an additional trail, looping off the main track, leading to a hilltop 
   overlooking Cuil Bay and then continuing to re-join the main track

• recruitment of a second warden with responsibility to meet and greet
   visitors to the reserve

• commencement of work to improve visibility on to the main road from the  
   car park

• a significant amount of financial support and sponsorship to local 
   individuals, clubs and communities.

The 2nd Five-Year Plan



A successful ‘Meet the Neighbours’ day for Plot Owners, which attracted some 75 
people of various nationalities, was held at Glencoe House in May 2013. Although 
not discretely included in each of the next five years’ specific targets, it is currently 
intended that a similar gathering will be held annually. 

While some of the achievements have been successful in their own right, for 
others success has been only partial and more effort will be needed to achieve full 
completion. For example, although the main access has been developed, further 
development is needed to ensure safety on exiting. Attempts to secure support 
from local schools and communities have not been entirely successful, either. There 
has been a certain amount of local opposition to the reserve, much of which seems 
to emanate from antipathy to the sale of very small plots and the adoption of the 
name ‘Glencoe’.  Further effort will be needed to convince sceptics of the reserve’s 
potential as a local amenity and its ability to provide a positive contribution to 
the local economy (for instance, all lairds visiting the reserve are likely to have to 
spend at least one night in the area).  

Visitors
A sensor has been installed at the main entrance to capture the number of visitors 
entering the reserve. The device has suffered from serious teething troubles and 
will never be totally accurate anyway, as it takes no account of visitors entering 
from the north by Duror Cemetery. Once the initial problems had been overcome 
and more reliable measurements could be made, however, it was estimated that, 
during August and September 2013, the reserve was visited by almost 20 people a 
day. In October, that number tailed off to about 11 a day. 

Working on an average of 20 a day, assuming that there were at least as many 
each day over spring and early summer, it seems reasonable to assume that the 
reserve enjoyed a total of around 3,000 visits in 2013. Note ‘visits’ rather than 
‘visitors’ as it is known that a number visited more than once. On that basis, 
it is intended that the target for total visitor numbers during 2014, regardless 
of number of ‘repeats’, is taken as 5,000. The actual number will be monitored 
and, where possible, nationalities will be recorded. To date, lairds come from 
over 100 different countries, mainly European (particularly France and Germany) 
together with, unsurprisingly, the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. During 
2013, over 30,000 small plots were sold, increasing dramatically the number of 
individuals having a personal stake in the reserve and its progress. It is anticipated 
that, for succeeding years, the visitor target is likely to increase by up to 30% 
compound per annum. 

Commentary from Peter:

The Gathering 2014
More than 100 lairds attended the second ‘Homecoming 
Gathering’ in May 2014. The third gathering will be held on 
13, 14 & 15 2015 at ‘The Isles of Glencoe’ hotel. At the time of 
writing the event was already sold out.



Managing risks

Proposed targets for each of the next five years are listed below by year. It remains 
important that developments identified for each year are achievable within the 
allocated timescale, if only to avoid a backlog of activities accumulating that ‘pile 
up’ towards the end of the period and become impossible to resource.

Any initiative such as the development of a nature reserve can only be undertaken 
at risk. Major risks have been identified, acknowledged, analysed, and appropriate 
counter-measures considered. Currently identified major risks, initially identified at 
the start of 2014, remain:

Risk 1:

An accident will occur at the reserve’s main entrance because of 
inadequate sight-lines.

Proposed actions:

a. Improve sight-lines by removal of rocks and foliage - completed

b. Install mirror opposite entrance to warn of on-coming traffic - 
     completed

c. Install ‘Drive on the left’ sign opposite entrance - outstanding

d. Apply to Local Authority to install warning sign(s) - outstanding



Risk 2:

SUSTRANS will refuse to develop the main track as part of the
cycle path.

Proposed actions:

a. Apply top layer of gravel to track to minimise difficulty of
     walking on stony, uneven track - ongoing

b. Use tracked digger to attempt to level track  - ongoing

Risk 3:

A visitor will have an accident or be taken ill while on the reserve.

Proposed actions:

a. Train wardens in first aid as first responders  - completed

b. Supply first aid equipment at entrance  - completed

c. Supply suitable vehicle to transport ill or injured person from  
    reserve to reserve entrance - completed

Comments from our Warden, 
Stewart:
SUSTRANS’ decision now regarded as not important. 
Instead we are focusing on continuing to upgrade the 
tracks and promoting the track directly to cyclists 
ourselves.



Risk 4:

Full support from local communities will not be gained.

Proposed actions:

a. Visit local schools with wildlife images from spy cameras - 
      completed and ongoing

b. Ask local Community Council chairmen for approval to attend 
     their respective councils’ meetings and introduce the reserve as 
     an agenda item - completed

c. Offer tree-planting or foraging opportunities to local primary 
     schools - completed and ongoing

 d. Invite local schools to take ‘ownership’ of  small pieces of reserve   
      land - completed and ongoing

Risk 5:

Lochan development will not proceed as planned because of
ground conditions.

Proposed actions:

a. Consult with suitable authority (university, environmental body)  
      on possible solutions - not yet required

b. Consider alternative lochan sites where ground conditions are 
      more favourable - not yet required

Comments from our Warden, 
Stewart:
Regrettably, in spite of efforts made, some organisations 
are still unwilling to support or become involved in the 
work of the reserve. Hence the above activities will be 
continued.

Comments from our Warden, 
Stewart:
Actions to date not required as lochan development 
progress has been maintained. However, during 
exceptionally wet weather in autumn 2014, the bank of 
one lochan burst and the lochan drained. The bank has 
been repaired and made significantly more secure.



Risk 6:

Significant additional drainage will be needed because of 
unexpected problems experienced during reserve development.

Proposed action:

a. Conduct review of ground conditions during wettest part of year, 
focusing on tracks and areas where visitors are most likely to roam. 
-  ongoing

Comments from our Warden, 
Stewart:
Extra drainage has been installed in one or two places 
on the tracks. Also, the track to the hill-top will require 
additional in-fill because of lying water caused by 
compaction of the peat layer.

Risk 7:

Sales of plots will decrease, leading to reduction in available 
development funding.

Proposed actions:

a. Establish development fund in the form of a ‘war chest’ for use 
only if the risk occurs and no other funding is available.

b.  Amend marketing strategy to attract additional sales.

Message from Peter:
A reserve fund has been established. Plot sales, to date, 
remain extremely buoyant.



Risk 9:

Bracken eradication will prove more difficult than anticipated 
because of legal restrictions on the use of ‘Azulox’.

Proposed action:

a. Seek advice on alternative, environmentally friendly, herbicides

b. Consider releasing feral domestic animals (goats, sheep?) as a    
     bracken control mechanism

Comments from our Warden, 
Stewart:
Action b. has been undertaken as a trial. Two saddleback 
male pigs were acquired and reared in a confined pan 
of around 1,000 square yards. This proved highly 
successful in eradicating the well-established bracken. 
The extent to which bracken re-emerges in the area will 
be monitored during 2015. Meantime, pigs will be put 
on another bracken-infested area in 2015.

Risk 8:

Proposed grassland area proves unsuitable for development as a 
wildflower meadow

Proposed action:

a. Search reserve for alternative site  - not yet required



Year 1 targets (2014)

• Consolidate existing planted trees - commenced

• Re-establish wind-damaged trees - not yet started, carried forward to 2015

• Train staff as tree inspectors so that inspections of mature trees can be 

   undertaken - completed

• Achieve decision from SUSTRANS re cycle track route - abandoned

• Plant & consolidate lochan banks - commenced

• Commence removal of rhododendron ponticum in areas where spread is most  

   invasive - deferred

• Plant 1000 deciduous, local, trees - completed

Yearly targets

• Trial tree-planting without supporting stakes - completed successfully 

Commentary from Stewart:
Because of the severity of inclement weather during 2014, the trial was 
conducted on a significantly larger scale than anticipated. We are very 
happy to announce that we have trialed planting trees without supporting 
stakes and that this is been particularly successful. In fact, the trial was so 
successful that we will not be going back to stacking and covering the trees. 
Planting the trees without supporting stakes allows for better root structure 
and gives us the opportunity to plant a larger volume of trees within the 
same budget.

Commentary from Stewart:
Tree planting 
We have successfully planted over 1,000 deciduous trees and, since the 
opening of Bumblebee Haven, we have refined our planting list. Of course 
the main goal is to plant native trees but we have now expanded it out 
to include catkins, blossom and berries to better cater for our expanding 
population of bees.



• Provide observation hide(s) by lochans - completed

We have been able to build two hides which provide two very 
different but equally stunning viewing points on the Highland 
Titles Nature Reserve. These have proved extremely popular 
among visitors and some have come away with incredible photos, 
taken from inside the observation hides. It has also allowed us to 
monitor the natural behaviours of the wildlife on the estate, 
without disturbing their habitat. 

At the end of 2014, local geologist Jim Blair and archaeologist Dr Sally 
Foster from Stirling University visited the Highland Titles Reserve to 
investigate and analyse what we first thought were stone burial cairns on 
the estate. Their evaluation suggests that these are not in fact stone burial 
cairns, but shielings instead. 

A shieling is a hut, or collection of huts, commonly found in a wild or 
isolated place in the hills or mountains of Scotland and northern England. 
Shielings were used as rough homes during the summer months by the 
farming community. They allowed farmers and shepherds to stay with their 
animals while they benefited from the lush pastures higher up in the hills. 

• Identify and catalogue all archaeological artefacts with interpretation boards and 
   protection where necessary - commenced: interpretation boards not yet provided



Deer management on the Highland Titles estates is ongoing and, until we 
get a larger number of deer, no active management is required.

• Undertake deer management planning - deferred

The Highland Titles Nature Reserve at Keil Hill comprises a variety 
of habitats which we are slowly beginning to explore. Rafe Dewar and 
McArthuer Green, a specialist environmental consultant, confirmed a list 
of species on the estate during an ecological survey conducted in May 2014. 
The report provides a base-line from which reserve development can be 
measured.

• Provide formal list of flora and fauna identified on the reserve (to be updated annually)  - 
   almost completed

We have made huge progress on this front. The best way to illustrate this is 
through photos!

• Construct sensitively designed accommodation at the reserve entrance to comprise sitting/
   rest area, office and tool store. Provide lavatories at entrance to the reserve for the use of 
   visitors - completed

We have built a strong relationship with Trees 
for Life and continue to work with them to 
create native woodlands and conserve wildlife 
through our engagement with this partner. In 
April, over 1,000 willow, birch and rowan trees 
were planted on the Highland Titles Nature 
Reserve, near Glen Loyne, in partnership with 
Trees for Life.

Building ties with the Scottish Wildlife Trust 
and the Royal Society for the Protection of 
Birds proved more difficult than we had hoped, 
so we chose to support three more accessible 
environmental charities that are more directly 
aligned to the Nature Reserve. We have begun 
working with Wildcat Haven, the Bumblebee 
Conservation Trust and the Red Squirrel 
Survival Trust. We are particularly excited 
about working with these fantastic charities.

• Establish relationships with environmental charities, 
   RSPB, SWT, Small Woods Association and ‘Trees for Life’  



Bracken is highly toxic and poisonous to most livestock 
but pigs are able to break down the toxins easily without 
ill effects. Here at the Highland Titles Nature Reserve we 
are winning the bracken war with the help of our resident 
pigs. In 2014 we welcomed Bubble and Squeak onto the 
estate for the summer to help control the invasion of 
bracken. 

• Survey areas overrun with bracken and plan for eradication - 
   survey not yet completed but eradication commenced

As an invasive species, Rhododendron Ponticum represents one of the 
greatest threats facing native woodlands in Scotland. It grows quickly, 
covering large areas of ground and crowding out the native plants. This 
has a knock-on effect on small, native mammals. Not only do they miss 
the sustenance of their own local flora, but Rhododendron Ponticum is 
poisonous to most small mammals. It is not a plant you want near bees 
either. The honey they produce from the pollen is toxic and causes a set of 
symptoms in humans known as ‘mad honey disease’.

The pigs we have been using to remove the bracken on the estate can also 
be used to tackle the Rhododendron Ponticum. Unfortunately, however, the 
pigs cannot manage a whole rhododendron bush (they are huge). What they 
can do, after the forester has removed it, is to eat up the leaf detritus and 
hoover up the remaining root systems so future plants can no longer get a 
purchase. So, our current programme is for removal, cutting and burning, 
and then allowing the pigs to remove what is left.

• Plan for establishing control of invasive rhododendron ponticum - Commenced



Additional achievements during 2014:

Bees
Although not part of the original targets for 2014, ten hives of bees were procured 
during the autumn of 2014. Intended primarily for pollination, the hives have 
been located by the shore of one of the lochans and by the side of the upper trail. 
Neither site is wholly appropriate and will be reconsidered during 2015.

Transport vehicles
A chain-driven, all-terrain vehicle has been procured to make plots more accessible 
to those requiring assistance in reaching and finding their plots. This has been 
invaluable for our ‘meet and greet’ service and has significantly improved the 
experience of visitors when they come to visit their plots.



Year 2 targets (2015)
• Plant further deciduous trees.

• Develop single-person trail to summit on east side of the reserve.

• Provide inconspicuous viewpoint overlooking Cuil Bay.

• Identify mature trees requiring pruning or surgery.

• Carry out necessary surgery on oak trees at south end of the reserve.

• Conduct limited stocking of lower lochan with indigenous wild brown trout. 
   to prove viability of fully stocking both lochans.

• Establish wildflower meadow.

• Continue bracken eradication.

• Reposition bee hives and monitor activity to determine whether the 
   reserve is capable of supporting such a number of bees.

• Repeat flora and fauna survey to provide evidence of wildlife enhancement. 

• Continue identification of historical and archaeological remains.

• Develop a children’s area.

• Revise, correct and re-supply interpretation boards.



Year 3 targets (2016)

Year 4 targets (2017)

Year 5 targets (2018)

Subsequent years’ targets (2019 - onward)

• Stock lochans with indigenous wild brown trout (if initial trial successful).

• Consider provision of continuation path from gate to waterfall at south end 
   of reserve.

• Continue development of wildflower meadows.

• Continue bracken and rhododendron eradication.

• Plan for sitka spruce harvesting and commence preparation work.

• Restore ground and tracks as necessary following preparation work.

• Conduct necessary track maintenance.

• Harvest first tranche of sitka spruce.

• Restore ground and tracks as necessary.

• Complete sitka spruce extraction.

• Carry out necessary track maintenance following timber harvesting.

• Other targets will be identified in 2016.



Final note

Highland Titles invites stakeholders and souvenir plot owners to offer suggestions 
for additional targets, revision of priorities or amendment to existing objectives. 
You can do this by writing to Highland Titles at:
Highland Titles, York House, Victoria Street, Alderney, C.I. GY9 3TA. 

All proposals are welcome, although please be aware that no guarantees can be 
made that any or all will be accepted. We do, however, promise that all suggestions 
will be acknowledged; and should your proposal not be accepted, we will provide an 
explanation as to why this is the case.

A huge thank you goes out to all those who have supported Highland Titles over 
the past year. We are very proud to achieved all that we have in the past year and 
the future is a very exciting prospect for the conservation of Scottish land. There is 
certainly a lot to do, but we are very excited by the challenge. We aim to provide 
an update on the progress of our five-year plan on an annual basis, so please stay 
tuned for next year’s update.

A warm goodbye from the Highland Titles team; we look forward to welcoming you 
to our nature reserve very soon.

Help support the reserve
Buy a plot at Highland Titles.com


